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The final speech of the man consists of four poems: The first poem is a lamentation about 
man’s present condition (three lines of this poem are discussed below); the second poem 
contains another lamentation, that of the aristocracy for losing their riches to their rebellious 
slaves, and has no relation to the plot of the “Dispute”; the third one is a poetic description of 
how clearly the man sees either his imminent status of an outcast or his condition of a dead 
man; hard to say which of two is meant as the latter is the result of the former. The last poem 
describes the fortunate state of those who live on the west bank and as the West is the subject 
of the last argument of the Ba it is hereby discussed in full. 
 
First poem (columns 87, 97 and 100)  

 

Look, my name reeks. Look… 
 

     87                                        

            mk                                        baH                     rn        =i                         mk                   
     Look                      reeks               name mine              Look 
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Or… 
 

 

     87                                        

            mk                                        baH                     rn        =i                    m-a =k                   
     Look                      reeks               name mine      because of you 

 
Behold, my name will reek through thee (Wilson) 
My name reeks through you (Nederhof) 
 

Wilson and Nederhof, although they regard Ba to mean soul in this context, read as above: 

Look, my name reeks because of you. 
 

No person would have said that while addressing his own soul and therefore most of the 
translators prefer to be on the safe side by translating as folloows: 
 
Behold, my name is detested, Behold,… (Faulkner) 
Lo, my name reeks, Lo,… (Lichtheim) 
Behold, my name is detested. Behold,… (Shupak) 

To know whether the repetition of the word  should be read as  or as , we 

should have been able to listen to the poet reciting his poem. 

 
Column 97 
 

Look, my name reeks. 
Look, more than the smell of the crocodiles, 
 

                             
     mk                r                     st                     
   Look       more than         smell             of crocodiles 

 

 

is one of the names for the crocodile and so is and  

.  

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

 
more than being buried under channels at Mryt location. 

 

      97                                               
           r      Hmst                 Xr(w)               mr(w)              Xr                    mrryt 
more than dwelling         under          channels          at           Mryt location 

                                                                             or irrigated lands 

 those under the earth is an epithet of the dead (Wb. 3, 389.6). 
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 appears to mean those at the bottom of the channels. is the location 

where the corpses of the outcasts and the primitives were thrown after their judgment (column 
64). 
 
More than a shore-site full of crocodiles. (Lichtheim) 

More than sitting by banks full of crocodiles. (Shupak) 
More than sitting by sandbanks full of crocodiles.(Faulkner) 
More than sitting in the assembly among the crocodiles. (Wilson) 

 

 

According to the Wörterbuch   is a name for the crocodile: “he  on the 

shore’” 
 

 
And according to Fauilkner is a collective name for the crocodiles. 

 

 
Yet, all the translators above understand the term as the name of a location: 
 
shore-site full of crocodiles. (Lichtheim) 

banks full of crocodiles. (Shupak) 
sandbanks full of crocodiles.(Faulkner) 
the assembly among the crocodiles. (Wilson) 

 

The term   has already been discussed. The above passage confirms 
the fact that the term names a location where people died not a natural death ( ).    
 
Column 100 
 

Look, my name reeks. 
Look, more than the name of a proper child of whom it is said that is in 
the care/possession of the one who rejects him (who rejects him as a proper 

child, a proper human being)  
 

    …100                                                        
              r                     Xrd                       qn               Dd            r=f              iw        =f 
        more   than   child              sturdy       speak    of him        is       he             
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 101                                                
      iw  =f  n                                                      =f 
      is he of          the one disliking, rejecting     him 

       iw =f 
 repeated by   mistake      
                  

 
The child is defined as sturdy in order to establish that he was not weary, inert, tired, or slothful, 

as the non-sturdy ones, the primitive   are called. 

The problem with this child is that it is the “owner” of the child (  is he of), the  

person (the one disliking/rejecting the child) who is speaking of the child and therefore the child 
is doomed.   

The name of the man reeks (it is the name of an nny ) as long as his Ba thinks of not 

attending at the man’s judgment procedure (rejecting the man by this action of his) and 
therefore Wilson’s and Nederhof’s rendering, in column 87 above, is thus justified. 
 
The fact that the man keeps promising to the Ba the West, if he, the man, eventually manages 
to be recognized as viable, is an indication that the Ba does gain from the man’s success and 
therefore the Ba was regarded as having contributed to that success. How, however, could the 
Ba having affected the man’s appearance? 
It seems that the Ba, who had been the caretaker and keeper of the man since the man was a 
child (as the child referred to above), had also been the one who selected the man, while still a 

child, as a candidate for the higher status of or even . 

Note: The children in the East were born by savage, primitive nny  mothers who had been 

inseminated by “civilized” fathers .  A child, therefore, selected by a Ba as potentially 

“sturdy” would be fed for at least ten years before reaching judgment age. In this way a wrong 
estimation on the part of the Ba would equal a serious economic loss because the child would 

have to be exterminated if proven to be a subhuman outcast, an mt, on coming of age.  

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
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Surely, the one in the West lives as if he was a god by birth,  

 

 …142                                               
         wnn           ms            nty             im             m         nTr            anx 
       exists     surely      the one     in there     as     a god     by birth 

 
Trully, he who is yonder will be a living god, (Lichtheim)  
Verilly, he who is yonder will be a living god, (Faulkner)   
____________________________________________________________________________________        
 

by having removed the defects imposed on him. 
 

143                                
         Hr                xsf                        iw n          irr                sw  
        by           driving out             defect of       creator           of it          

                                                               of   him who does      it (Faulkner) 

 

 
 

  , as per relevant entry appearing below, means  (defect) that god imposed.   

 

Böses, des man tut, oder leidet: Sünde,  

Frevel. Unglück, leid. 

Leid das ein Gott verhängt. 
   

Evil, that one does, or suffers: sin  
Sacrilege. Misfortune, suffering.  

Suffering that God imposed.  
 

Punishing the evil doer's crime. (Lichtheim) 

Averting the ill of him who does it. (Faulkner) 

_ ____________________________________________________________________ 
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Surely, the one who is in the West is onboard the supply boat 
 

           144                                  
  wnn           ms                nty             im            aHa            m              wiA 

exists     surely         the one     in there    standing     on        the boat 

 
Truly, he who is yonder will stand in the sun-bark, (Lichtheim) 
Truly, he who is there will stand in the bark of the sun, (Shupak) 

Verily, he who is yonder will be one who stands in the Bark of the Sun, (Faulkner) 
Why surely, he who is yonder will stand in the barque of the sun, (Wilson) 

___________________________________________________________________ 
 

delivering first class provisions to the temples.   

 

                                     145                        
   Hr              rdit             dit                    stpt                     im             r            r-pr 
  on       causing to be delivered     choice provisions     therefrom      to      the temples      

 

 
 

 
 
    
 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 
Art Schiff  

I. Eigentlich: das Schiff der Sonne (am Himmel und in der Unterwelt). 

II. Prozessionsbarke der Göttr. 

Sowlhl die tragbare Nachbildung; als auch das Festschiff auf dem Flusse 
    

A boat type 
I. Actually: the bark of the sun (in the sky and in the underworld).  
II.   Procession bark of the gods.  

Both the portable replica; as well as the actual ship on the river. 
 

 boat on the surface of the river.
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Making its bounty flow to the temples. (Lichtheim) 

Causing choice things to be given therefrom for the temples. (Shupak) 

Causing choice things to be given therefrom for the temples. (Faulkner) 

because of letting its choice offerings be given to the temples. (Nederhof) 

 

A boat supplying the temples with provisions is certainly not the bark of the sun! 
In column 26, where the sun-bark is actually mentioned, the ideogram of the sun has been 
attached as a determinative sign. 
 

  Column 26:         
 

Column 144:        
 
The man in the East was hungry while the one in the West is presented hereby as having a 
chance to taste some of the high quality foodstuf selected for the priests. 
____________________________________________________________________________   

 
Surely, the one who is in the West is a knowing one. 

 

                                       146  

  wnn           ms            nty              im           m            rx  -       xt  
exists     surely     the one     in there       as        a knowing one 
                                                                                             a know-things 
 

Truly, he who is yonder will be a wise man (Lichtheim) 

Truly, he who is there will be a sage, (Shupak) 
Verily, he who is yonder will be a sage (Faulkner) 

 
 

“rx-xt” and  “ixmw”, “ixmwt”Comments on the terms   

  

The “things” that the Westerner knew were, most probably, the  the physical traits that one 

should possess in order to survive judgment and the  (see next line), the words, the 

language, that one should be able to speak. 

Those still in the East, for not knowing these things, were called   ignorant 

ones, not knowing ones. The women whom the Bull-gods were raping in the East were 

called .  
In spell 848 of the Coffin Texts, a passage in paragraph VII, 52 reads: 
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O “Ani”, thou Bull (impregnator) of the ignorant women 
 

                                                                                 

         Name                  pn                Twt            kA                  ixmwt 
   of deceased     this one here      thou       Bull    of the ignorant women 

 
Pharaoh Unas, in Utterance 320 §515, is said to be the son of an ignorant woman. 

  

The Pyramid Texts, Utterance 320 §515 
 

 

                       

       Ds.n                wnis              grH                    sbn          wnis             wnwt 
   cleared            Unas     the Dark-land     sent off    Unas   those working there 

                       

 

The above extract is from Faulkner’s dictionary. The three stars  in the word wnwt 

 denote plural number. 
 
Now that Unis has swept away the night and Unis has sent off the hour-stars; (Allen) 
The King has cleared the night, the King has dispatched the hours; (Faulkner) 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

                                                             
      xa                 sxm                saH                 sn            wnis            m               bAby 
approach   those who are      ennoble        they         Unas         as           Bebon  
                  images of the 

                    gods 
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Als Bezeichnung für göttliche Wessen: die göttliche Macht u. ä. 

Auch: Bild eines GHottes, dessen Verkörperung. 
 
As epithet of divine beings: the divine power, etc.  
Also: Image of a God, his (god’s) incarnation. 

 

Either without deterrminative sign or:        

       
 

 

the controlling powers will appear and privilege Unis as Baboon. (Allen) 

the Powers appear and ennoble the King as Babi. 
____________________________________________________________________________  

 

                                   
     wnis               pi                  sA              pw            n             ixmwt 
   Unas    this one here        son            is           of      an ignorant (woman) 
 
Unis is the son of her who does not know (him): (James P. Allen) 
The King is the son of one who is unknown; (Faulkner) 

 

Unas is the son of an  woman from the Dark-land; meaning that Unas was born on 

the East bank by one of the “Cows”, or Mother-wombs, as the  women are known to 

be called in the texts of the cuneiform script.  

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

 
 

                       
       ms.n      =s        wnis         n          qni      Hr        nb                       SsAt   
      bore    she     Unas       to      sturdy-face    lord          of all dark lands 

  
she bore Unis to yellow-face, lord of the night skies. (James P. Allen) 
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She bore the King to Him whose face is yellow. (Faulkner) 

 

With regard to the word   , sturdy, please see above column 100 of the “Dispute” text. 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

                                                 
Wr[D]       =Tn       nbw           imn.n               Tn               rxt              tp-a         wnis 
Humble    you     lords          hide                you       commoners      before       Unas        

 

 
Humble (?) yourselves, you lords, hide yourselves, you common folk, from before the King. 
(Faulkner) 
(He is) your greater, lords! Hide yourselves, subjects, before Unis! (Allen) 

 

Faulkner’s comment reads: So guessed by Sethe, Komm, ii 386; certainly  ‘great’ does not 

fit the context. 

 

The word  , however,  fit the context:  
 

 
(Paul Dickson dictionary) 

 

 

Müde werden u.ä. 

Ohne Angabe wovon man ermüdet. 

Alt oft ohne Det. 

Be tired (be nny ) 
Without specifying the cause of fatigue. 
Old Egyptian often without determinative sign. 
 
Humble yourselves, you lords, seems correct as it means “be nny you lords” 
____________________________________________________________________________ 

 

                  
   wnis           pi              bAby                nb                    SsAt 
 Unas         is            Bebon          lord         of a dark land 
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For the King is Babi, lord of the night, (Faulkner) 
Unis is Baboon, lord of the night sky, (Allen) 

 
Bebon (Seth) is the lord of the primitives who live on the East bank, in a dark land. 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 
 

Bull of the baboons, who lives on his unknowing ones 

 

                               
          kA                 ianw               anx          m                xm                 =f 
      Bull          of baboons      lives        on      ignorant ones      his 

                                                                                        unknowing ones 
 
Bull of the baboons, who lives on those who do not know him

 (Faulkner) 
the bull of baboons, in whose absence one lives. (Allen) 

  

 Faulkner’s gloss reads: Lit. “his unknowing ones” 

 
“Bull” was an epithet of supremacy for the gods because only the verified pure ones could serve 
as impregnators.   
 

                                         
                    smAm               wr             bA           n           gb 
              Wild Bull      the great      Ba          of      god Geb 
                                                                                     (The Book of the Dead, Papyrus of Ani, Ch.17, pl. 10, line 115) 

 
The man (the scribe Ani) on being recognized as a god says that he is the Bull of the gods: 
 

                              
      ink           kA              =sn               wsr                       At         r          At 
  I am        bull         theirs         powerful            moment by moment 

 

 

                                            
             nk          =i             sxm             =i             m              HH 

copulate    I       have power      I          over         myriads 
                                                                                        (The Book of the Dead, Papyrus of Ani, Ch.82, pl. 27, line 13) 

 
Ani, by saying that he is the Bull of the gods he means that he is their superior. The same 
stands with Bebon (Seth) and the baboons (the primitive ones). 
 

,  The “Eight”, the Khemenu as Wallis Budge calls  them, were considered 

as primeval fathers and mothers (Brugsch, Religion, pp, 128, 129). They are often represented in the 

forms of four male and four female apes  who stand in adoration  and greet  the rising sun 
with songs and hymns of praise, but they also appear as male and female human forms with 
heads of frogs or serpents. (Budge, The Egyptian Book of the Dead, p.xcix). 
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According to the Wörterbuch the Eight were depicted as frogs and serpents only during the last 
period of the ancient Egyptian civilization:  

 
In the depictions of the Judgment scene the baboon is present, most probably as the 

negative criterion while the Maat symbol  is the positive one: primitive sub-humans against 
the human perfection represented by the gods!  
 

 
                                           Wallis Budge, The Book of the Dead, 1967, pg 256 
 

The expression    , living on is known from Utterance 273 where 

Unas and Teti are said to live on their fathers and feed on their mothers: 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                   
 

   m   nTr  anx m             it(w) =f                                    wsb       m     mwt(w)    =f 
  as  god  living on     fathers  his                             feeding    on    mothers  his 

 
One of the illustrations appearing in the Book of the Duat is the following, which belongs to the 
description of the fifth section of the Duat. 
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                                  Wallis Budge, The Egyptian Heaven and Hell, Volume I, p.113 

 

A goddess (there is the symbol for the god  in her name  ) rests her hands on the 
head of a figure of unknown sex, who has no hair and no cloths and seems to be hitting its 
forehead with an ax. The first line of the inscription over the name of the goddess reads: 

 

                                                         
                       anx       =s            m         snfw                     mtyw 

                       lives     she        on    the blood          of the outcasts (the mts) 

 
As regards the figure of the man with the ax, if we turn it round to face into the direction that the 

small picture signs are facing , and reduce it to their size , , 

we are to realize that we are dealing with the determinative sign of the term  .  

 
If we now enlarge the picture sign of the bleeding man and compare it with the one from the  

  
 
illustration of the goddess, we see clearly why Alan Gardiner said that the Egyptians mistook the 
stream of blood for an ax. However, the conclusion is that for the non-too-ancient Egyptians the 

figure representing the  was a human being of the lowest possible social status but alive 

enough to be able to hold an ax upright.   

The sources of the ideograms of the  appearing in this article are as follows: 

 

 Authentic drawing of an ancient Egyptian artist, from the Book of the Duat. 

   Supplied by Alan Gardiner, model coming from the inscription on a tomb. 

   Supplied by W.Budge, from the Book of the Dead. 

  Supplied by W.Budge, from the Book of the Duat and the Book of Gates. 
 
 According to the Egyptologist Maria Carmela Betró the symbol depicts dying man. 
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In conclusion, Fulkner’s translation reading: Bull of the baboons, who lives on those who do 
not know him is apparently the correct one. 
 

Back to the “Dispute” text                                                        Column 145 

 

Surely, the one who is in the West is a knowing one. 

 

                                       146  

  wnn           ms            nty              im           m            rx  -       xt  
exists     surely     the one     in there       as        a knowing one 
                                                                                             a know-things 

______________________________________________________________ 

 
He will not reject the petition of Ra asking for inspection of his words 

(his language)  

 

                                            147  
    n               xsf                  ntf             Hr                   spr              n                 ra          
  not         refuses             he     concerning      the petition    of              Ra 
                        opposes                                                                     
 
 

                                              
            xft                                mdw              =f 
corresponding to                 words           his 
 
Not barred from appealing to Re when he speaks. (Lichtheim) 
Who will not be prevented from appealing to Re when he speaks. (Shupak) 

Who will not be prevented from appealing to Re when he speaks. (Faulkner) 

 
 

The Westerner, being a knowing one, will accept the challenge of Ra to have his language 
knowledge tested. 
For the two distinct procedures of judgment, two different judgments actually, there is the 
following article: 
 
 
https://www.academia.edu/7010785/The_Judgment_according_to_scriptues 
 
___________________________________________________________________________  
 

 

 

 

https://www.academia.edu/7010785/The_Judgment_according_to_scriptues
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   Resulting translation, Last poem in man’s third, final speech. Columns. 142 - 147 

 
Surely, the one in the West lives as if he was a god by birth,  
by having removed the defects imposed on him. 
Surely, the one who is in the West is onboard the supply boat, 
delivering first class provisions to the temples.   
Surely, the one who is in the West is a knowing one, 
who will not reject the challenge of Ra, 
to have his language knowledge  tested.  
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 
 

                                      
My ba said to me: Set mourning aside. 

 

        148  [ ]                    
   Ddt.n        n =i           bA               [i]          imi         rk           nxwt             Hr            XAA 
  said    to me       ba        [mine]     give      you    complaint,   on       the  peg 
                                                                                                     lamentation 

 

Now throw complaint on the wood pile (Lichtheim) 

Cast complaint upon the peg (Faulkner) 

Set mourning aside (Wilson) 
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

       The forth, final, speech of the Ba 

                Columns 147 - 154 
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You belong to me, you brother mine, 
 

   149                                                
      n(y)  -    sw         =i               pn                 sn           =i 
  belongs   he    to me     this here    brother  mine  
 

You my comrade, my brother (Lichtheim) 

my comrade and brother; (Faulkner) 
Thou who belongest to me, my brother!  (Wilson) 
 
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

Throw on the brazier what burdens you:  

                                         
         wdn                 =k           Hr          ax                 
what burdens   you       on     brazier            
 
whether you offer on the brazier, (Lichtheim) 

make offering on the brazier, (Faulkner) 
(Although) thou be offered up on the brazier (Wilson) 

 

The word wdn  (please note the two determinative signs  ) as a verb means 

schwer sein = being heavy, belastet sein = being burdened (with something), for example: 

von kranken Körperteilen = by sick body members. Metaphorically it means gewichtig = 

heavy, weighty as by high standing, by reputation or even because of a serious 

illness. 

The following extract from Faulkner’s dictionary shows that the verb wdn  (in the red 

box) was made to mean offer, most probably because it happens to be related to the brazier. It 

appears in the entry for the verb wdn, offer, instead of in the entry for the verb wdn,  be 

heavy, although it is written exactly as in column 28 where, according to the dictionary, it 

means be weighed down (in the blue box). 

 
 

In line arrangement the verb wdn appears in the transliteration to be written in column 28 

thus:  
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but in column arrangement (also by Faulkner) thus: 
 

 indicating that the fire drill  sign is partly visible. 
 
The burden that the man carries is his preoccupation with improving his social status. 
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

your struggling for Ankh status as you have said. 
 

150                                                                               
               dmi            =k               Hr                 anx                  mi         Dd        =k                
       struggling    yours   concerning    Ankh status        as       say    you 

         struggle      you 
 

bear down on life  as you say, (Lichtheim) 

cleave to life  according . (Faulkner) as I have said

thou shalt cling to life   as thou sayest. (Wilson) 

 

The glyph , appearing above as a determinative sign for the verb/noun dmi , 
being the depiction of two arms holding shield and battle-axe, is used as ideogram in the word 

aHA, fight and derivatives. As you will notice in the dictionary extract cited below… 
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…there are quite a few words written with the phonograms dmi  but with different 

determinative signs and therefore the one appearing in column 150, , is just one 
more of these words meaning struggle, struggling, so much because of the determinative 
sign as because of the context. 
____________________________________________________________________________ 
 

Love me here (and) forget about the West 

      151                         

   mr            wi                    aA                 win          n=k          imnt 
love          me             here              reject         you        the West 
                                                      decline 

 
love me here when you have set aside the West (Lichtheim) 
Desire me here, thrust the West aside (Faulkner) 
Whether it be desirable that I (remain) here (because) thou hast rejected the West, (Wilson) 
__________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Assuredly, it is wished that you reach the West, (that you) land yourself from the 

ship (from the ferryboat to the West)       

         152                             

     mr              Hm                   pH    =k          imnt           sAH                       Ha    =k           tA 
   wish      assuredly          reach you   the West,  land from ship     body   yours   land 

 

sAH  tA = land from ship as per dictionary entry shown below. 

 

The entry reading ‘go to earth’ = be buried. Leb. 152, in the last line of the above 

dictionary extract, indicates that the meaning applied to the phrase sAH  tA in the above 

passage is the result of the translator’s preconception. 
 

Ha = living body, not corpse, Haw= body members 
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But when it is wished that you attain the West, that your body joins the earth (Lichtheim) 

but desire that you may attain the West when your body goes to earth (Faulkner) 

or whether it be desirable that thou reach the West and thy body join the earth (Wilson)  

_____________________________________________________________________ 
 
(and) I rest. 
 
 

    153           
               Xny                  =i     
      alight, stop, rest       I          
___________________________________________________________________________ 

               
    But after you become an outcast, then we’ll make an abode together. 

                                        154                        
 r-sA                 wrd                      =k            ix            ir =n               dmi            n     sp 
after   become an outcast       you      then      make we        abode       together              

                                  
after you have become weary, we shall dwell together. (Lichtheim) 

after you are weary; will we make an abode together. (Faulkner) 
after thou hast relaxed (in death). Thus we shall make a home together (Wilson) 

 
The Ba wishes luck to the man but he is certain that the man will not make it to the West. 
 
Did the original story end here?  
If not, let us hope that the rest will appear sometime. 
 

   Resulting translation. The final speech of the Ba, columns. 147 - 154 

My ba said to me: “Set mourning aside. You belong to me, you brother mine, 
Throw on the brazier what burdens you: your struggle for Ankh status as you have 
said. 
Love me here (and) forget about the West. 
Assuredly, it is wished that you reach the West, (that you) land yourself from the 
ship (from the ferryboat to the West)  (and that) I rest. 
But after you become an outcast, then we’ll make an abode together”. 
 


